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ROAD SAFETY SKILLS
Kindergarteners studying in Grade
KG-I Dazzlers were actively engaged
in learning about adapting 'Road
Safety Skills '. Becoming road-savy
is a key life skill for Kindergarteners.
By making sure young students
know how to recognise dangerous
situations and understand their
responsibility as a pedestrian, we
can help them gain the confidence
as they need to stay safe on the
roads as they get older. When it
comes to the safety of the children,
no compromise is to be made.
They should be taught about road
safety as soon as they are old
enough to step out of the home.

DR. EKTA DHAWAN
PRINCIPAL

Dear Parents & Students
Greetings! The world we live in today
looks drastically different than the one
we knew just a month ago. This
transition has not been easy. BLPS
intends to open the campus once again
for the students of the Class of 2020-21,
and welcome back the current students
that we have all missed so much.
Though the kindergarteners remained
active throughout the session through
various virtual activities. Now is the time
to have them back in the campus and
make it more vibrant and colourful. The
Our Preschoolers studying
benefits of BLPS education extend
in Grade - Nursery participated
beyond the brick and mortar of our
in a role-play activity titled,
building. Our talented faculty, through
Growing up as a Disney Child.
exceptional pedagogical practices and
Isha, (Form Tutor) alongside
technological mastery, was instrumental
parents engaged with our
in our successful and smooth transition
Pr escho ol ers ada pt ing to
to hybrid. BLPS is committed to provide
various Disney character s
asynchronous lessons supported with
live instruction for all students. We
which have become beloved
remain confident that the qualities that
favorites for kids around the
make BLPS so special, from our
world. The objective of the
personalized approach to learning and
act ivi ty was to bri ng the
our intimate class sizes, place us in an
Disney magic alive in their
exclusive
position to continue the
house with Disney costumes
mission of educating the hearts and
that Make young students Feel,
Character artists. In fact, most of their favourite characters — Mickey Mouse, Daisy Duck, minds of young men and women
regardless of what the future holds.
Genie, Aladdin, Snow white, Rapunzel, Olaf, among others — came alive in the activity
God
Bless us all !
tutorial !

GROWING UP WITH DISNEY

HAPPY LOHRI
Our kindergarte ner, Yashika
Sharma (Grade KG – I Dazzlers),
mentored by Suchika - Form
Tutor, extended
greet ings
through a monologue to
everybody on the occasion of
Lohri and wished for 'endless
happiness' in everyone's lives.
She expresses, "Greetings to
all on the auspicious occasion
of Lohri, I wish you all peace,
prosperity and pray that this
fest ival will br ing endl ess
happiness to you and your
loved ones."

PRINCIPAL WEEKEND TASK

Our kindergartens participated actively in the ‘Principal’s
Weekend Home Task (WHT) - XI. The task was titled
' Dining Etiquette - Washing Dishes '.The Parents tried
to instill in all children that Cleaning up after eating is an
important life skill! In fact, every responsible member in
the family is required to clean dishes promptly and place
them neatly!

Deeksha Khosla
Mother of Samarthya (KG I- B)
I feel happy for my child, Samarthya
Chawla of KG I Blossoms, to be a part
of Bawa Lalvani family - one of the best
schools in the city. My child has been in
the school from last 2 and half years and
has grown up to be a sanguine boy. The
atmospher e in the school is ver y
inspiring, joyful and positive for the
children. Continuous motivation and
enc ourage ment from the resp ect ed
Principal ma’am Ms. Ekta Dhawan, and
the Form Tutors has helped a lot to
instill positive confidence in my child.
The efforts done by the school to make
children engaged with their studies
and learning different craft activities
during Covid - 19 are laudable. The
weekly home task given by the
Principal ma’am has also been a very
good way to instill good manners in
kids. I am very happy with the school
and wish the school a prosperous future.

MAKING A SNOWMAN
Our Young ones studying in Grade KG II were actively
engaged in Winter Craft tutorials titled ' Making a Snowman '.
Form tutors and Parents assisted young students through
the tutorial. Our climate might not necessarily be cold enough
to build a ‘real’ snowman. Why not do something a little bit
different for Winter craft within confines of our homes and
talk about why the snowman is a symbol of Christmas for
everybody around the world? Making a snowman is a
favorite activity for kids in the winter. Almost everyone knows
how to make a snowman. Exploring, creating, and discovering
is how our Kindergarteners learn! Our young students must
build a snowman using only the materials available at home.

LET’S MAKE A KITE !

PARENT TEACHER MEET

Nowadays children mostly play with electronic toys and
have rarely experienced the joy of simpler things like
making a kite and flying it. Kites are definitely among the School hosted Parent Teacher
coolest toys one can make along with children. Kite making Conference of KG wing. Our
craft delights kids and brings in a competition by seeing Kindergarten Instructors had
who can make the prettiest kites. We encouraged our a busy schedule discussing
kindergarteners studying in Grade KG I to go kite flying child's progress and strengths
and look up once in a while than always down at their in context to Hybrid Distance
gadgets! Our kindergarteners got down to making a basic learning over screen. Through
kite with help from Parents – all they needed is some paper, interactions parents came to
a couple of sticks to make the framework and some glue. know the social, emotional
Making a kite together with our kids is a wonderful learning and cognitive development of the child. This meet aimed at
experience and flying it together is loads of fun and very providing a wider prospect for Parent & Teacher to plan &
rewarding!
execute planning for better learning outcome of a child.

TEACHER'S MESSAGE
In a flash, we moved from real to ritual world, from teaching in room to teaching on the zoom. It reminds
of a famous quote by Tim Berners- Lee, the inventor of World Wide Web, 'The Web as I envisaged it,
we have not seen yet. The future is still so much bigger than the past.' The education also has switched to
online teaching and learning platform, making learning limitless. Stay home, Work from home and Learn
at home are the new realities now. I am sure that through reality technology, we would be able to cater to
the needs of all types of learners and produce highest level of immersive and differentiated learning.
Therefore, I want to explore myself and learn new technologies.

CIRCLE HOUR : CONVERSATION
What do you say....
Q1. When someone gives you something.
Ans. I say “Thank you”.
Q2. When I hurt someone.
Ans. I say “Sorry”.
Q3. If you want something?
Ans. I say “please”.
Q4. When you enter the class.
Ans. I say “May I come in”.

Mandeep Kaur
KG Instructor

SONG OF THE MONTH
We are Indian bold and free
We got a lovely country.
We are Indian bold and free
We got a lovely country.
We salute a flag with a love and pride
Sing Jan Gan Man standing side by side
We are Indian bold and free
We got a lovely country.
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